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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose h is a real-valued function on the positive integms and 
S(n) = 2 h(m), f(n) = 2 h(m). 
rn=l mln 
If 
(a) f(n) > 0 for a/E positive integers n, 
(b) f(n) 3 1 when n is a perfect square, 
and 
(cl) S(n) > - K for all positive integers n, 
where K > 0, then 
lim inf z 
” h(m) > 16 1 
n++m 
m=l m  -‘751+4K’ 
In fact under assumptions (a), (b), and (cl) we have 
n h(m) 16 1 c -rn->%l +$K provided Wl=l n 2 z (1 + t K)‘. 
In [2] Bombieri, using a method of Gelfond [4], proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose h is a real-valued function on the positive integers and. 
S(n) = 2 h(m), f(n) = xh(m). 
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(a) f(n) >, 0 for all positive integers n, 
(b) f(n) > 1 when n is a perfect square, 
(cs) linm+%f n-ljz S(n) > l/C(&), 
and 
(4 44 = O(l), 
then 
linm$f 2 ‘$ > 0. 
Ul=l 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the simple method which we 
used in [l] to prove Theorem 1 will actually prove Theorem 2 without 
assumption (d) and, in addition, will give an explicit positive lower bound for 
lim inf CzL=, h(m)/m similar to the one given in Theorem 1. Specifically, we 
prove the following result, which contains both Theorems 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose h is a real-valued function on the positive integers and 
If 
S(n) = 2 h(m), f(n) = 2 h(m). 
m=1 mln 
(a) f(n) >, 0 for all positive integers n, 
(b) f(n) > 1 when n is a pfect square, 
and 
(4 S(n) >, - Hn lJ2 - K for all positive integers n, where 
and K 3 0, 
then 
lim inf n h(m) c;7- 
> E-(1 + C(3) HP 
?I-+* rn=l 75 1+&K ’ 
In.fuct under assumptions (a), (b), and (cJ we have 
‘n h(m) c- 16 {l + 5(a) HI” na=l m % l+iK provided n>225\ 
If&K 1” 
’ 16 (1 +5($)H !’ 
Note that hypotheses (a) and (b) of these theorems hold whenever h is a 
completely multiplicative function such that for each prime number p we 
have h(p) + 1 2 0 and h(p)2 f  h(p) 2 0, that is, either h(p) = - 1 or 
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h(p) 2 0. Thus a real nonprincipal residue-character satisfies the hvpotheses 
of any of these three theorems, for a suitable value of K. Hence any of thesr 
theorems contains Dirichlet’s lemma that if x is a real nonprincipal residue- 
character, then x:l+1 @j, MZ :.-- 0. 
On the other hand the conclusions of these theorems fail when 11 is the 
Liouville function A, since ~~,==1 h(~z)/nz := 0. Hypotheses (a) and (b) certainly 
hold for the Liouville function; in fact, x,,< n h(m) = 0 if n is not a square, but 
ILL,, A(m) = 1 ‘f 1 n is a square. Thus hypothesis (c) must fail in this case, so 
that 
(1) 
whereL(x) = xnlGr A(m). This inequalitv (1) is well-known, since the formula 
and a theorem of Landau [8] imply that 
Formula (2) also shows that l/<(i) IS in some sense the central or steady- 
state value of x-“~L(x), since it has the property that the function in (2) has 
no singularities on the positive real axis. (See also [3]). Thus Theorem 3 
asserts that if 
for all positive integers tl 
and if lim inf n-l/!%(n) is greater than the steady-state component of n-l/*~C(n), 
then 
lim inf 
’ h(m) 
c,- n-i-= m=l m 
Of course (3) is trivial (by partial summation) if it happens that S(n) > L(n) 
for all n and S(n) >L(n) for at least one value of n; however, this extreme 
case does not contain the real nonprincipal residue characters, since L(n) 
is unbounded above. 
We remark in passing that better inequalities than (1) are known for 
lim inf ~-l’~L(x). For example, it follows from a theorem of Ingham [7] and 
the tables of Haselgrove [6] that 
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where p1 = 0.5 + i 14.1347 *** is the zero of the zeta-function with smallest 
positive imaginary part. Improved inequalities for lim inf x-l12L(x) can be 
obtained by the numerical methods used by Haselgrove [6] and Lehman [9] 
to show that lim sup x-l12L(x) > 0. As Ingham has pointed out, it would be 
reasonable to conjecture that lim inf x-lfiL(x) = - 00 and lim sup &I2 
L(x) = + 00. 
Goldsmith [5] generalized Bombieri’s theorem (Theorem 2) by replacing 
[(*) in hypothesis (c2) by 5(1/(2r)) and changing the conclusion to read 
where Y is a given positive integer. While our method would also give a 
corresponding generalization of Theorem 3, it should be pointed out that for 
I > 1 the result (4) is an immediate consequence of hypothesis (a) alone, 
provided we assume that h (and consequently f) is not identically zero. In 
fact, if Y is a positive integer greater than 1, assumption (a) gives 
2 (2 - S(r)}f(ko) k,’ 3 &f(h) k,‘. 
Further, assumptions (a) and (b) taken together give 
or 
lirr+$f 2 m’ , - ‘I h(m) ,5W 
7,1=1 5(r) 
for any positive integer r greater than 1. (Of course these arguments do not 
require that r be an integer; the first requires only that l(r) < 2, the second 
that all the partial sums of z ~(8) t-T be non-negative.) 
In Section 2 we give the proof of Theorem 3 and in Section 3 we compare 
our method with that used by Gelfond, Bambieri, and Goldsmith. Both 
methods are special cases of a general method of procedure, but our method 
gives better results than Gelfond’s and appears to be the best method of the 
type discussed. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We require two lemmas, the first of which first occurred in our paper [l]. 
All summations in what follows are over positive integers, subject to whatever 
further conditions are specified. 
LEMMA 1. For positive real x put 
D(x) = JZ (1 - f)’ 
0 
du -- c (1 - c)’ = $ - 2 (1 - +)‘. 
rr,<x ?n<z 
Then D is a strictly increasing continuous function on (0, + co) with 
D(0 +) = 0, D( + co) = +. 
PROOF. Let 
#3(t) = ; - ; + & ) 42(t) = c&‘(t) = ; - + + A. 
Note that if 0 < t < 1, we have 
42(t) 2 42 (+) = - &i . 
Now, since t2 = 2(+&t + 1) - &(t)}, we have, if x is positive, 
D(x) = $ - -& ‘$$ 2($,(x - m + 1) -&(x - m)] 
WI=1 
X 
=- 
3 - gm) - Mx - [xl,> 
1 
= - - ; + $b& - [a 2 (5) 
I f  0 < x < 1, we have D(X) = x/3 and D’(x) = Q. If  x > 1, the above 
inequalities for 42 and 4s give 
Hence D is strictly increasing on (0, + co). The other assertions of the lemma 
are obvious from (5). 
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I,EMMA 2. If the function D is defined as in Lemma 1, we have 
P xls) (0 < Re s < l), 0 D(v) zJ-s-l dv = - s(s + 1) (s + 2) 
where 5 denotes the Riemann zeta-function. 
PROOF. If Re s > 1, we have 
=L-Z j”(1+$ 
3(s - 1) ?+I n 
1 
----~J,(l-;j”-& 
3(s - 1) 
1 
=--,(s)(;-$+&). 3(s - 1) 
Thus by analytic continuation we obtain 
cc D(v) v-s-1 & = -!- - 25(s) 
3(s - 1) s(s + 1) (s + 2) 
(Re s > 0, s # 1). (6) 
1 
On the other hand, we have 
Adding (6) and (7), we get the assertion of the lemma. 
Using these lemmas, we now prove Theorem 3. 
Ify>x>O,wehave 
2 (1 - $)‘fW = z (1 - +,’ 2 h(m) 
k$Z k<z mlk 
= 2 h(m) c (1 - G)” 
= z h(m) mgs 
! x ---D(5) l 3m 
= 2 h(m) rnSll ! 
X X 
-- 
3m DF ( ) 
Now on the one hand assumptions (a) and (b) give 
z (1 - ;)‘f(k) - c f(k) 1‘1 2(1 - u) du 
k<X x-,x . 1. ,’ s 
-- 1” ; c f’(k) ; 2(1 - u) du 
- 0 I;. su 
> ji {(.%%)lJ - 1) 2( 1 - u) du 
8 
;= -"yl$ - 1. 
15 (9) 
On the other hand we can use assumption (c) of Theorem 3 to get a lower 
estimate for the second term on the right-hand side of (8). Putting S(U) = 0 
for positive real ZJ less than 1 and S(U) = S([u]) for nonintegral real u greater 
than 1, we have 
- jI+ D (;;) d(Hu’;‘). 
Now the inequality S(U) > - Hu ‘I2 - K holds for all positive real u and so 
by Lemma I we have 
j;+ D (3) d{S(zl) + Hul/* + K) 
= - KD(+ 00) +{S(y) + Hylp + K} D (:) 
- j;+ (S(u) + Hub’* + K} dD (;) 
>-KD(+m)=-+K, 
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Also by Lemma 2 
- j:+ D (cj d(Hu’/‘) = - + H.xV ,I, D(v) v-312 dv > ; H5 (+j xl:“. 
Thus by addition we have 
Combining (8), (9), and (10) we get 
provided y 3 X. If x is chosen so that the first of the two terms on the right 
of (11) exceeds the second, we get a positive lower bound for x,mGU h(m)/m 
for all y > X. The best lower bound is obtained by choosing x in (11) so that 
the first term on the right is twice the second, that is, by choosing 
This gives the result of Theorem 3. 
3. COMPARISON OF OUR METHOD WITH THAT OF GELFOND 
Suppose p is a real-valued function on (0, + 00) satisfying the following 
three conditions: 
(i) if 0 < ul < U, , then p(u,) > p(u2) > 0, 
(ii) 0 < Jrp(u) max (1, u-1/z) du < -+ co, 
(iii) the function D, defined by the formula 
is a nondecreasing function on (0, + co). 
The argument in the preceding section was based on a particular function 
of this kind, namely the function p2 defined by p2(u) = (1 - u)+~, where 
(1 - u)+ = max (1 - u, 0). We shall show that if p is any real-valued 
function on (0, + co) satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), then a similar 
argument can be given and leads to the following two theorems. The first 
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of these is of a qualitative nature and is analogous to Theorem 2; the second is 
of a quantitative nature and is analogous to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 2*. Suppose h is a real-valuedfunction on the positive integers and 
S(n) = $ h(m), f(n) = 2: h(m) 
,,,=l m  171 
I f  
(a) f(n) > 0 for aZZ positive integers n, 
(b) f(n) > 1 when n is a perfect square, 
(c) 1$+&f n-i’2 S(n) > l/[(f), 
and 
(d*) sI I h(m) I n$ p i+, < + 53 for allpositive x, 
where p is a real-valued function on (0, + CD) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), then 
In order to get an explicit lower estimate for lim inf rm=r h(m)/m similar 
to that obtained in Theorem 3, we need to use a function p which is bounded, 
in addition to satisfying conditions (i)-(iii). We put this condition of boun- 
dedness in the normalized form 
(iv) P(O +) = ii?+ P(U) = 1. 
Note that when we assume condition (iv), then condition (ii) can be written 
in the simpler form cp(u) du < + co. Our quantitative theorem is as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3*. Suppose h is a real-valuedfunction on the positive integers and 
S(n) = $ h(m), f(n) = z h(m). 
Wl=l 4n 
?f 
(a) f(n) > 0 fur all positive integers n, 
(b) f(n) > 1 when n is a perfect square, 
(4 S(n) 2 - Hn II2 - K for all positive integers n, 
where 0 < H 
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< l/] 5(i) I and K 2 0, and 
cd*) 2 I 
m=l 
h(m) I f$ p (T) < + 00 
7l=l 
II 
for all positive x, 
where p is a real-valued function on (0, + CD) satisjying conditions (i)-(iv), then 
where 
liII+$f 2 - ’ h(m) > A,2 Cl + 5(:) H)* 
m=l m ‘4B,- If4l-c ’ 
A,=$ “p(u) 
I 
-m .-l/z du = 
J 
uliz d{ - p(u)}, 
0 o+ 
B, _ Jo p(u) du = Jo+ u d{- P(~c)}. 
Before proving Theorems 2* and 3* we make a few remarks. 
The function p(u) = e+’ satisfies conditions (i)-(iv), since in this case 
With very slight modification the method used by Gelfond, Bombieri, and 
Goldsmith amounts to taking p(u) = e-U in our proof of Theorem 2*. The 
hypothesis (d*) is then certainly fulfilled if h is bounded, which these authors 
assumed, as in assumption (d) of Theorem 2. 
If we take p(u) = p2(u) = (1 - u)+~, Theorem 3* reduces to Theorem 3. 
Note that condition (d*) drops out for this choice of p, since pz vanishes 
from some point on. Thus our Theorem 3 requires no condition of the form 
(d) or (d*), which is a worthwhile advantage. 
It is easy to see that if p*(u) = p(m), w h ere c is a positive constant, then 
the functions p and p* give identical results in Theorem 3* and can be 
regarded as equivalent for our purposes. Thus it would be possible to assume 
r,” p(u) du = 1 without essential loss of generality. However, we shall not 
usually make this normalization, since it is somewhat awkward to do so in 
some of our discussions. 
If I is a given positive real number and pi(u) = (I - u)+‘, we showed in [I] 
that p,. satisfies conditions (i)-( iv w ) h enever T > 2. The crucial condition (iii) 
follows from Lemma 1 and formula (23) below. On the other hand Wilf [lo] 
showed that condition (iii) fails when 0 < T < 2. For large values of T the 
function p7(u) behaves like eeU, since 
ecu = him ( 1 - z)r = liym p, ($) . 
y+ l., 
(Here we actually used the normalization suggested in the preceding para- 
graph.) Accordingly we shall write p,(u) = e+. 
The inequality in the conclusion of Theorem 3* is strongest for a function p 
such that .dpP/Bp is as large as possible. The function p2 gives the value 64/75 
for this ratio, which is probably the masimal value for functions p satisfying 
(i)-(iv). (Cf. the discussion at the end of the paper.) By the Schwarz inequality 
we have 
-= A,2 = 
(J o+ 
&“d(- ,,(I~)))’ -: fL u d{ - ,o(u)} I‘m d{- p(u)} = B,. 
- oi - nf 
where the inequality is strict, since a step function with one jump does not 
satisfy (iii). Thus in any event A,z/B, < 1. For the functions fr we have 
-9 
Pf -- $ r(r t 1) qr + 2) 
BPV qr c +)“- ’ 
which decreases slowly as Y increases, taking the value 64/75 = 0.853 *a* when 
Y = 2 and the value n/4 = 0.785 .a. when r = + CD. Thus the case r = 2, 
which we used in Section 2, certainly gives the best results of any of the func- 
tions pT, 2<r < + co. 
In order to prove Theorems 2* and 3* we require the following two lem- 
mas, the first of which is a generalization of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. If p is a real-valuedfunction on (0, + co) such that conditions(i) 
and (ii) hold, then 
j, D,(w) v-l dv = - i(s) j.,” p(u) us-l du (3 < Re s < I), 
where D, is defined as in condition (iii). 
PROOF. I f  3 < Re s < 1, we have by absolute convergence 
:= -- 5(s) rp(u) us-1 du, 
-0 
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since 
(W-S - m-8) dw = 
s 
’ w-’ dw + 
0 
2 jm+’ (w-s _ m-s) & 
m=1 m  
and 
(0 < Re s < 1) 
z j”” (W-S - m-s) dw = (s -- 1)-l - c(s) 
m=l ??l 
(Re s > 0, s # 1). 
Thus Lemma 3 is proved. 
LEMMA 4. If p is a real-valued function on (0, + co) satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iv), then 
where D, is defined as in condition (iii). 
PROOF. In view of (i), (iv), and the convergence of s” p(u) du, the inte- 
gral s” p(u) us-l du converges for all s with 0 < Re s <” 1. In view of the 
estimaUe 
DP(4 d j; P (g du < min jp(O +), /rp (t) du/ = min {l, Bpx}, 
the integral jr DP(v) v+-l dv also converges for all s with 0 < Re s < 1. Let 
us put 
d(s) = s j= D,(v) v-S-l dv, Y(S) = s 
0 J 
.m 
p(u) us-l du 
0 
for 0 < Re s < 1. Then the proof of Lemma 3 shows that we have 
d(s) = - 5(s) Y(S) (0 < Re s < 1). 
We shall determine the value of D,(+ co) by letting s go to zero in this 
identity through real values in the interval (0, 1). The existence and finiteness 
of D,( + co) follows from condition (iii) and the estimate D,(x) < 1. Now 
clearly 
s 
1 
s 
co 
y(s) < s us-l du + s p(u) du < 1 + B,s 
0 1 
and 
Y(S) > s 
s 
1 p(c) us-1 du = p(c) l s 
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for 0 < s < 1, so that 
Since ~(0 +) = 1 and E is arbitrary, we therefore have 
Jig Y(S) = 1. 
d(s) < s I’ BJ-~ dv + s Irn D,( + co) v-s-1 dv = B,s(l - s)-1 + D,( + ~0) 
0 1 
and 
d(s) >, s jm D,(M) V-S-1 dv = D,(M) M-” 
M 
for 0 < s < 1, so that 
Since M is arbitrary, we therefore have 
f;~+ d(s) = D,(+ 00). 
Thus, using the identity d(s) = - c(s) Y(S), we find 
D,( + m) = him+ d(s) = - ((0) by+ Y(S) = - ((0) = 6. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
We now prove Theorems 2* and 3* together. Since assumption (c.J 
implies assumption (ca) for suitable values of H and K, we may use assump- 
tions (a), (b), (ca), and (d*). We suppose p is a real-valued function on 
(0, + co) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii). Define A, and B, as in the statement 
of Theorem 3*. The equality of the two expressions for A, and B, follows 
by integration by parts, since both VP(V) and &$Y(v) go to zero as v  approaches 
either 0 or + co, in view of the inequalities 
v(v) < 2 j:,, P(U) du, V'I~~(V) ,< 2 j' p(U) U-‘p du. 
V!2 
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Let x be a fixed positive number. Since 
we have 
for any positive y. By assumption (d*) the last term on the right-hand side 
goes to zero as y  + + 03. Hence 
Now on the one hand assumptions (a) and (b) and condition (i) give 
1 
M 
zzz- 
2 
x1/2 
I  
l/x ~(4 u-l” du, 
so that, letting M + + 03, we have 
s 
OD p(u) u--1/2 du. 
l/X 
(13) 
On the other hand we can use assumption (c:J and condition (iii) to get a 
lower bound for the second term on the right-hand side of (12). By partial 
summation we have 
Using assumption (cs) and condition (iii), we have 
Thus we finally obtain 
Combining (IT), (13), and (141, we have 
Do(~)v-3!3dv -- 1 XV \l"p(~)u-l~" du - KD,?(x). 
. 0 
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Using Lemma 3 with s = i, we have 
- 1. .$/p 
.1/x 
2 J 
p(u) u-l12 du - KD,(x), (15) 
0 
where x is an arbitrary positive number. Now, since p(v) = o(~-r/~) as 
v+O +, we have 
o,(-$ G j) (;) du = 0 (11 (;I-“” du) = 0(.d1~) (x--t + rn). (16) 
Also 
1 
s 
11x 
$12 
2- 0 
p(u) u-lie du = o(#) (x+ + co). (17) 
In view of (16) and (17) we see that if x is chosen sufficiently large, then the 
right-hand side of (15) b ecomes positive, since A,(1 + c(i) H} > 0. There- 
fore Theorem 2* is proved. 
To prove Theorem 3* we need only invoke condition (iv) to get estimates 
sharper than (16) and (17). On th e one hand condition (iv) gives 
in view of Lemma 4. On the other hand condition (iv) also gives 
1 l/X x1/2 
s 
1 11x 
T 
p(u) u-lj2 du < T x1j2 
s 
.-l/2 du = 1. 
0 0 
(18) 
(19) 
Inserting (18) and (19) in (15), we get 
If x is chosen here so that the first term on the right is twice the second, we 
get the result of Theorem 3 *. This completes our proof. 
We now make some remarks about constructing new functions satisfying 
conditions (i)-(iii) (or conditions (i)-(iv)) from known ones. 
Suppose F is a nondecreasing real-valued function on (0, + co) such that 
0 < jm max (z+r2, V) dF(v) < + co. 
oc 
(20) 
409/15:1-z 
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I f  p is a real-valued function on (0, + co) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) and if 
T(U) = j,: p (+) dF(a) 
converges for all positive U, then 7 also satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). For 
s 
co 
T(U) du = 
0 
j,” p(u) du jrn V dF(v), 
Of 
and 
J 
.CC 
‘CZ u-ll2,(u) du = 
0 0 
u-1i2f(u) du jr+ V112 dF(v), 
&(.r) = jm D,(VZC) dF(v). 
0 
For example, if p(u) = e-“ and F(v) = - zi$] K1, we get 
T(U) = f$ ecnu/n = - log (1 - e-u). 
?l=l 
Note that this particular function 7 satisfies conditions (i)-(iii), but does not 
satisfy condition (iv). 
Now suppose more specifically that F is a distribution function on (0, + co) 
with finite mean-value, that is, a nondecreasing function on (0, + co) such 
that 
F(0 +) = 0, F(+ ~0) = 1, O< jw vdF(v) < + cc. (21) 
o+ 
I f  p is a real-valued function on (0, + co) satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) and if 
w = j,” P (X, WV), 
then the integral here converges for all positive U, and T also satisfies condi- 
tions (ij-(iv). As in the preceding paragraph 
m B, = B, s ZJ dF(v), o+ 
A, = A, jrn vliz dF(v). 
oc 
Thus by the Schwarz inequality 
A,” i o AT2 J 
mm d/2 dF(v) ;’ 
-- 
& B, 
s 
m v dF(v) 
0 
(22) 
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with equality only when F is a step function with just one jump, that is, 
when T(U) = p(cu) for some positive constant c. Thus a function 7 in the 
convex hull of the functions p(cu) but not one of these functions itself gives 
poorer results in Theorem 3* than the function p. 
If we use the notation pr(u) = (1 - u)++ mentioned earlier and if Y and s 
are positive real numbers with I > 2, we have 
where 
Also we have 
where 
1 v 
F,(a) = r(r + 1) 
I 
o e-t t+ dt. 
In view of (23) and (24), the inequality (22) shows again that the ratio 
As%r 
is a strictly decreasing function of Y on the interval [2, + 001. 
If F is a nondecreasing real-valued function on (0, + co) satisfying (20), 
then our discussion above shows that any function p of the form 
satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). In fact, these are the only functions satisfying 
(i)-(iii) known to us, and it would be reasonable to conjecture that they are 
the only ones. Similarly, if F is a nondecreasing real-valued function on 
(0, -f co) satisfying (21), then any function p of the form 
satisfies conditions (i)-(iv), and these are the only functions satisfying con- 
ditions (i)-(iv) of which we are aware. Again it would be reasonable to con- 
jecture that they are the only functions satisfying (i)-(iv), that is, that any 
function satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) is in the convex hull of the functions 
of the form p.Jcu). If this conjecture happened to be true, then 64/75 really 
would be the maximum value of the ratio A,*/B, (for functions p satisfying 
conditions (i)-(iv)), as suggested earlier. 
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